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the transcendental gun is a
multi-purpose weapon that
covers both short and long
range combat. it does more
damage than the melee version
of the tech blade, but also does
more damage to enemies than
the mana drive. its main
drawback is a lack of ammo,
which can sometimes be more
of a disadvantage than a
benefit. you can use it to
eliminate cloaked enemies, but
youll want to buy an upgrade
from the upgrade vendor to
make up for the lack of
movement speed. finally, the
movement unit (and the most
expensive weapon in the game)
can be used for many different
purposes. the snail has a big
move range and is great for
getting around quickly to evade
enemy fire, and its shots are
great for taking out enemies
hidden behind cover. however,
its shots must be from a
distance before they can be
activated, which does not allow
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for a ton of versatility and
means that enemies arent going
to give it to you for free, making
its effectiveness better for
defense. you can play worms 2:
armageddon on your phones or
tablets with the worms game
emulator. worms 2: armageddon
featured unique new weapons
such as the napalm strike and
the earthquake. the shooting
style of worms has been
improved. to cope with the new
weapons, and the improved
shooting style, worms 2:
armageddon provides several
new features such as a new
control system, and an
improved graphics engine. the
gameplay of worms 2:
armageddon will also emphasize
the action and allow players to
take a break from the action. in
addition, worms 2: armageddon
has a variety of game modes,
and a vast selection of high-
quality weapons, such as lasers,
bazookas, and the clown car.
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Unlocked!) (Portable)

the playstation port adds an
extra level, giving each player
three teams of worms to help

win matches. the extra layer of
strategy feels more and more

important as you advance
through the game. additionally,

the levels are peppered with
powerups and other goodies,
making the game feel pretty

unique. the graphics are much
improved over the previous

port, and the game boy advance
version is added as a bonus. the
original port is recommended,
however, since you can play

every mode from the beginning.
so, if theres anyone wanting to
get into worms, this is a good

choice. the playstation version is
the most realistic of the series,
although somewhat simplified

compared to the other versions.
the look of the game and the

intensity of the gameplay are on
par with the gba version, which

is a mark of the advanced
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technology of the time. it might
feel a bit tired after awhile,
though. weapons no longer
register on the hud as in the

previous versions, so youll need
to watch your ammo count

carefully. the game has now
become dependent on the

bumpers that are part of the
worms universe, and their

effects can be devastating. their
awkward physics sometimes

make the worms units
impossible to move, and their
poor collision detection can

make them harder to control
than they need to be. there is

also a little bit of a problem with
how the physics work, causing

some worms units to lose
control if placed on the top or

bottom of a grid cell. the game
boy advance port is a little more
rudimentary, but still holds up
reasonably well. the graphics
are much friendlier than any

other version, and the controls
are a little more comfortable.
although you dont have many
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weapons, many of them are well
designed. it also has a few game
modes unique to the handheld.

the biggest addition is the ability
to host a multiplayer match in

your own worms universe.
theres also a few interesting

puzzles in the "save the worms"
mode where you must use your
acumen to rescue the central

worm. 5ec8ef588b
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